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Dilemma: is it OK to use the photograph?

• A good cause: T-shirt sales fund 
NSPW reception.

• Acceptable use agreed, 2005. 

• Check with everyone: T-shirt OK?

• What about a tagged photo?

• What’s the right thing to do?

Angela
[UCL]NSPW 2005



• Gather
• Retain
• Analyse, Link
• Use results
• Consequences  

• What’s the right thing to do?

Online [data] analyticsPhotographs
• Gather
• Retain
• Analyse, Link
• Use results
• Consequences  

• What’s the right thing to do?

What is this data activity like?

NSPW 2005
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Online [data] analytics
• Gather
• Retain
• Analyse, Link
• Use results
• Consequences  

• What’s the right thing to do?

Psychology (qualitative) research

What can we learn about ethics from qualitative research?



Qualitative research methods in Psychology

• Understanding how people make 
sense of their world
• Human experience of technology
• Use Qualitative Research Methods

• What about ethics?



Consent: a utilitarian view

• Moral action judged on its benefits
Shipwrecked sailors choose cannibalism to survive     
[R v. Dudley and Stephens 1884 QBD 273 DC]

• Milgram’s priority was the study of obedience
• Data Initiatives: public interest outweighs 

consent
“Your information will continue to be made available 
only to bona fide researchers undertaking health 
research that is in the public good” [UK Biobank]

• The end justifies the means



Consent: a legalistic view

• Adhere to contract.
A one armed swimmer is disqualified from 
their win as ‘hands’ must touch the pool wall.

• Ethnography of village life: consent makes 
objectification of peoples’ lives OK. 
• Online: the contract tells you everything

“We provide clear descriptions of these tools, 
and robust controls so people can turn them 
on or off, and delete their histories at any 
time” [Google]

• Contract followed, independent of 
outcome.



Consent: an ethics of virtue view

Cede Power

Empathy

TrustMoral
dilemma

Good faith

Reflexivity

• Aspire to the ideals of human dignity 
and autonomy
• Dealing with dilemmas 

• Ongoing participatory process 
• Symmetry of power
• Treat the data as if it’s about you
• Be honest and transparent
• Always question the use of data
• Account for everything you do

• All decisions foreground the human.



Evolution of ethical practice 
in Qualitative Research

• Utilitarian
• There’s a common good

• Legalistic
• I’ve applied the rules

• Ethics of virtue
• Human centred consent
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Trajectory for consent
in online analytics

• Utilitarian
• There’s a common good

• Legalistic
• I’ve applied the rules

• Ethics of virtue
• Human centred consent
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Towards 2038: human-centred consent 
The new paradigm

• Data scientists work with data
• Applied Psychologists (data 

controller) work with people to 
find out how they make sense of 
their world/data.
• Cognisant of evolving social 

norms, regulations, etc. 

• How will it scale?

PEP



In the meantime ...
A capability maturity model for consent

• How can I judge my treatment of 
informed consent?
• What are my practices around 

managing consent: initial consent, 
altering  consent, withdrawing 
consent, ongoing consent, further 
consent
• What are my practices around the 

data and relationships: explaining 
purpose, maintaining contact, 
withdrawing data, data reuse, data 
linking, trust, reflexivity.



Human centred consent in 2038
for online analytics



Socio-technical systems of consent

• Consent by design
• Utilitarian, Legalistic.
• Symmetry of ignorance between 

data gatherer and data giver.
• Design for use before use.

• Human centred consent
• Ethics of virtue.
• Consent as part of data activity
• Design for design after design
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The new paradigm: human-centred consent
Consent as Qualitative Longitudinal Research



Example of a Qualitative Research method
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Consent policy elicitation using Grounded Theory
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In the meantime ...



Judging maturity: consent actions



Judging
maturity:
data and 
relationships


